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ENHANCE YOUR POOL EXPERIENCE WITH MOVEMENT AND SOUND

The MagicStream Deck Jet II creates a graceful arc of water that 
enters your pool with a gentle splash. The stream seems to appear 
magically from your pool deck since the jet installs flush and out 
of sight. The result is a visual focal point that’s simply captivating 
and a soothing sound that enhances the serenity of your backyard 
escape. Install one or several jets to enhance the overall sensory 
experience of your poolscape.

Water stream height is adjustable to a maximum of six feet. Water 
direction is adjustable up to 360°.   

Easy-to-adjust nozzles enable your creativity—concentrate all 
streams into a single entry point, overlap streams of different 
heights, or create a symmetrical, multi-stream archway…and more. 

Polished bronze-colored plates provide an elegant, quality finish.
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AVAILABLE FROM:

GRACEFUL ARCS. GENTLE SOUNDS.

MagicStream Deck Jet II can be cast into concrete decks or 
integrated into surrounding landscapes.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
Quality design assures low water flow requirements and eliminates 
any concerns about standing water or unwanted debris collection.  

Jets install flush to surfaces; no unsightly or unsafe edges.

Spray height and direction easily adjusted to alter visual effects.

Note to pool professionals: Jets are packaged in a set of four.
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WATER VOLUME & PRESSURE CHART
Gallons (US GPM) Feet of Head        =        Height of Jet (ft.)

3.0 3.9 3.0
5.0 8.0 7.0
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